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Where do stars come from? Human beings have thought about this question 
for thousands of years and have proposed many different explanations, but 
scientists have only had the technology to observe the places where stars 
are forming for a few decades. This is because stars form inside cold “dusty” 
clouds in space that are invisible to our eyes and invisible to telescopes 
that study visible light. Fortunately, we have many instruments today that 
can record light that our eyes cannot see, and we can use familiar colors to 
represent this light. Even very cold objects give off infrared light, so we can 
use this type of light to explore how the dusty clouds produce stars. People 
from around the world have helped scientists identify an early stage in the 
development of stars, called “yellowballs,” by searching infrared images in 
an important science project called the Milky Way Project.
SCIENCE FOR EVERYONE
Modern science generates lots of data, and sometimes the amount of data 
generated by a scientific project is simply too much for a single scientist, 
or even a small group of scientists, to handle in a reasonable amount of 
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time. In these cases, professional scientists can sometimes call on the help 
of enthusiastic “citizen scientists.” A citizen scientist is anyone who works 
on a real science project, designed by a team of professional scientists who 
need many human eyes (or in some cases, ears) in order to accomplish the 
goals of the project. The Zooniverse website [1] currently features more 
than three-dozen such science projects involving over 1.3 million citizen 
scientists, including the Milky Way Project, where citizen scientists help 
study star formation in our home galaxy.
OUR HOME GALAXY
Our Sun belongs to a very large group of stars that we call the Milky Way 
Galaxy. The Milky Way Galaxy is pretty flat, like a huge disk. If you have ever 
stargazed from a very dark place, you may have noticed a bright band of 
light stretching across the sky (see Figure 1). This band of light is made up of 
numerous stars that lie in the disk of the Milky Way. Most of these stars are 
far too faint for human eyes to see individually. From the darkest locations on 
Earth, you may be able to see a few thousand stars, from a small town, per-
haps a few hundred, and from a big city, probably no more than a few dozen. 
In reality, there are a few hundred billion stars in our Galaxy (one hundred 
billion = 100,000,000,000), but you would not be able to see the light from 
more than a small fraction of these stars even if you used the most powerful 
telescope! This is because the interstellar medium, or the space between the 
stars, contains enormous clouds of gas and dust, called nebulae. The coldest 
and densest of these nebulae block the light from stars within and behind 
these clouds.
Interstellar 
medium
Diffuse dust and gas that 
is found between the 
stars in a galaxy. The 
coldest and densest 
regions of the interstellar 
medium are where stars 
can form. These regions 
are opaque to visible 
light, thus appearing as 
dark patches in optical 
images of our Galaxy.
Figure 1
The Milky Way. 
Astronomer José 
Francisco Salgado took 
this photo of the center of 
our Galaxy in Cedar Flat, 
Calif., on May 20, 2010. 
Below it stands the 
Combined Array for 
Research in Millimeter-
wave Astronomy 
instrument made up of 23 
radio telescopes.
Credit: Adler Planetarium, 
Chicago, IL, USA and 
José Francisco Salgado.
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THE HIDDEN BIRTHPLACES OF STARS
Stars form in the densest and dustiest regions of the interstellar medium, where 
it is impossible to study the stars using a regular telescope. Fortunately, over 
the past few decades, astronomers have developed telescopes and detectors 
that are sensitive to invisible infrared light, which is a type of light that can 
pass through the dusty regions of the interstellar medium. These instruments 
allow them to detect cool objects and to peer inside nebulae to study how stars 
form. Initially a newly formed star is too cold to shine in visible light, but it 
does shine brightly in infrared light. As the star forms, it heats up and starts to 
shine more and more brightly in visible light. Unfortunately, this visible light 
from the star gets absorbed by the dust in the surrounding nebula and never 
makes it out of the cloud. However, infrared light from the star can make it 
through the cloud, plus the surrounding dust is heated by the starlight and 
also becomes very bright in infrared light. Astronomers thus can use infrared 
light to study both the forming star and its surroundings [2].
Figure 2 shows an infrared image of a portion of our Galaxy. As you look at 
it, you may be wondering how we make a picture of light we cannot see with 
our eyes. The “trick” is to use a powerful computer program to turn infrared 
colors we cannot see into colors of visible light (often blue, green, and red). 
Different colors of light bring us information about the composition of dif-
ferent types of objects (what they are made of) and physical conditions (for 
example, temperature). In the infrared image shown in Figure 2, every blue 
point is a star, while certain types of gas molecules and dust that make up 
nebulae show up in green and red. When two or more of these colors overlap 
in the image, you get a different color. For example, green + red make yellow 
(see the inset on Figure 2).
The Milky Way Project features infrared images that were taken by the Spitzer 
Space Telescope. This project was created because scientists need help to catalog 
and study the information revealed in the hundreds of thousands of infrared 
Infrared light
A type of light that has a 
longer wavelength than 
visible light. The longer 
wavelength of infrared 
light means it can pass 
through dusty regions of 
the interstellar medium 
more easily than visible 
light.
Spitzer Space 
Telescope
A smaller cousin of the 
Hubble Space 
Telescope. Spitzer 
consists of a 0.85-m 
diameter telescope plus 
instrumentation designed 
to observe infrared light. 
It was launched by 
NASA in 2003 into an 
Earth-trailing orbit 
around the Sun.
Figure 2
An Infrared View of the 
Milky Way.
This image of a portion of 
the Milky Way toward the 
center of our Galaxy uses 
blue, green, and red to 
represent different colors 
of infrared light captured 
by the Spitzer Space 
Telescope. Other colors 
are formed where any of 
these three colors overlap 
(see the inset).
Credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech/ 
Univ. of Wisconsin. Figure 2
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images of the Milky Way that were provided by the Spitzer Space Telescope. 
Citizen scientists are inspecting images like the ones that were combined to 
produce Figure 2 in order to help professional scientists learn how stars form.
A SURPRISING DISCOVERY…
Some of the features that we asked people to help us find in these images 
look like red circles (or ovals) with green rims, like the one you can see in the 
right panel of Figure 3 [3]. The red color primarily represents very small dust 
particles and the green color primarily represents warm gas molecules that 
are made up of many hydrogen and carbon atoms. Just as a ball would look 
flat in a 2-dimensional picture, these red and green features look like circles 
in the images that the citizen scientists examine, but in space these circles are 
actually more like “bubbles,” since space is 3-dimensional.
Massive young stars (where “massive” is anything more than about 10 times 
the mass of our Sun) produce these bubbles as radiation and “winds” from 
the stars push against the surrounding nebula. “Winds” from a star are not 
really wind like we experience here on earth, but are streams of tiny charged 
particles like the protons and electrons that make up the solar wind. The young 
stars heat the gas inside a bubble to very high temperatures, so high that the 
molecules are destroyed, although some dust particles survive. This is why, 
in the images, the bubble interiors are red and the rims, where the molecules 
survive, are green.
While Milky Way Project citizen scientists were inspecting images for bubbles, 
they noticed small, roundish yellow objects in many of the images and began 
to wonder what these were. We asked the citizen scientists to continue to mark 
Solar wind 
The highly magnetized 
flow of charged particles, 
primarily protons and 
electrons, streaming 
from the Sun. The solar 
wind moves at velocities 
of several hundred 
kilometers/second.
Figure 3
The Evolution of a Bubble. 
This is a sequence of 
images that illustrates 
stages in the development 
of a bubble around 
massive young stars. The 
“yellowball” stage, 
identified by citizen 
scientists, is shown in the 
middle panel.
Credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech.
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these objects in the images so we could study them further. Since the color 
yellow appears where red and green overlap in these images, we hypothesized 
that the “yellowballs,” as we call them, might be very young versions of the 
larger bubbles, where most of the gas molecules near the young stars have not 
been destroyed yet [4].
The first two panels of Figure 3 show early stages in the evolution of a bubble. 
The long dark feature in the left panel is a very cold nebula, too cold to be 
detected by the infrared telescope. In some of these very cold nebulae, gravity 
is strong enough to pull the cold gas and dust together to form new stars. The 
red “dot” you can see in the dark nebula shows where protostars are starting 
to warm up the dust. A protostar is like an infant star – it is still growing as 
the surrounding matter is pulled together by gravity. This “infant” stage lasts 
about 10,000 years. Once protostars get hot enough, the matter surrounding 
them begins to expand and both dust and gas molecules glow in infrared light, 
creating a yellowball (center panel) that is about 100,000 years old. Most yel-
lowballs are larger than our Solar System, but smaller than the distance between 
our Sun and the next closest star, Proxima Centauri, and yet each yellowball 
may be producing dozens or even hundreds of stars.
Over 1,000,000 years or so, the yellowball transforms into the mature bubble 
shown in the right panel of Figure 3. After a few million years the bubble itself 
will disperse into the general interstellar medium, leaving behind the newly 
formed stars that will, in turn, become part of the disk of the Milky Way 
Galaxy.
HUNDREDS OF STARS
An example of what a bubble may look like after a few million years is given by 
the Orion nebula. This favorite of both professional and amateur astronomers 
is hot enough to glow in visible light, and is the closest example of massive star 
formation in the Galaxy. Perhaps you have even seen this nebula through a 
small telescope or pair of binoculars during an evening of stargazing? While 
the nebula is powered by only a handful of massive stars, many hundreds of 
smaller stars like the Sun, complete with cold disks of material where planets 
are probably forming, are also found in the nebula along with the more massive 
stars. Figure 4 shows a view of the Orion nebula that was taken by the Hubble 
Space Telescope [5]. It includes zoomed-in images of planetary systems that 
are currently forming in the nebula.
There are good reasons to think that our Solar System formed in an environ-
ment similar to the Orion nebula about five billion years ago, so learning about 
how bubbles evolve will help us understand what conditions may have been 
like when the Earth formed.
Protostar
A large, spherical 
concentration of gas and 
dust that is still in the 
process of contracting to 
form a star. The core of a 
protostar is not hot and 
dense enough to be 
powered by fusion 
reactions. Once it is, 
fusion starts and the 
protostar becomes a 
star.
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“EUREKA!” OR “THAT’S FUNNY”?
The key to identifying the earliest stages in the development of star clusters was 
finding the best combination of infrared colors to highlight important features. 
Using a different combination of infrared colors, the yellowballs would not pop 
out. Ideally, astronomers want to look at as many different colors of light as 
they can, but the reality is they can not build instruments that do everything. 
Before building astronomical instruments, scientists need to think about what 
types of observations will yield the most information about the objects they 
are trying to understand. The infrared colors in the Spitzer Space Telescope 
images were chosen to examine features like bubbles, but we did not know 
how well these colors would highlight the younger yellowball stage!
Isaac Asimov was a famous twentieth century science fiction writer who 
once said, “The most exciting phrase to hear in science, the one that her-
alds new discoveries, is not ‘Eureka!’ but ‘That’s funny’.” Now, thanks to the 
curiosity of our citizen scientists, including the first person who thought 
“That’s funny” and shared that thought about the yellowball with others, 
we have a catalog of about 1,000 of these objects. Using this new catalog, 
astronomers can design future observations that will tell them more about 
how yellowballs evolve into stellar nurseries that may be giving birth to 
other planets like our Earth.
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Figure 4
Planetary Systems Now 
Forming in Orion.
This is a visible light image 
of the Orion nebula, put 
together by the Hubble 
Space Telescope. Each of 
the zoomed-in images 
shows a planetary system 
forming in the nebula. The 
top zoomed-in image is 
roughly the size of our 
Solar System (about six 
billion miles across). The 
entire nebula is several 
light-years across  
(1 light-year is about six 
trillion miles: 
6,000,000,000,000) and 
about 1,500 light-years 
away from the Sun.
Credit: NASA, ESA,  
M. Robberto (STScI/ESA), 
the HST Orion Treasury 
Project Team, & L. Ricci 
(ESO).
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